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ROBECO SUPPORTS CITY TO SEA IN NEW COMPETITION TO FIGHT PLASTIC POLLUTION 

London, 18 March 2019 – Robeco, the Dutch pure play international asset manager, today announced a new 
initiative with the environmental campaigning organization City to Sea.  Schools across the UK are being invited to 
create sculptures from waste plastic in a competition that is part of the ongoing Refill Campaign, which was first 
launched in 2018.  
 
The announcement follows the news that Robeco’s water refill station at the PLSA Conference, held earlier this 
month, saved an estimated 10,000 plastic bottles that the 800 delegates might otherwise have consumed over the 
duration of the 3-day event. 
 
Peter Walsh, Head of Robeco UK said: “It is vital that we meet the investment needs of the present generation 
without compromising those of generations to come. So we are excited to get the next generation involved in 
highlighting the issue of single-use plastics. Schools are incredibly active around environmental issues and young 
people are very aware of matters such as sea pollution and plastic waste. This is why we challenge them to help us 
drive the conversation and in return we will support them in making a difference in their own communities.” 
 
Jo Morley, Head of Marketing & Campaigns at City to Sea added: “City to Sea and our Refill campaign provide a 
practical solution which empowers people to prevent plastic pollution. This competition is one of a number of 
initiatives running this year, and one that we hope will encourage people to make simple changes to how they 
consume single-use plastics. Robeco’s core values are very much aligned with what we are trying to achieve, and we 
are pleased to have their support in the fight against plastic waste.” 
 
Robeco is a pioneer in Sustainability Investing, launching its first dedicated sustainable fund in 1999. Leveraging its 
position as a leading sustainability asset manager, Robeco’s Active Ownership team has chosen single use plastic as 
one of its engagement themes for 2019. The engagement will focus on large consumer goods producers, along with 
the plastics manufacturers themselves. 
 
More information on how to enter the competition can be found HERE. The winning design will be created by an 
installation artist as a full-size sculpture to display in a central London location during plastic-free July. 
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About Robeco 

Robeco is a pure play international asset manager founded in 1929. It currently has 15 offices worldwide and is headquartered in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. 

Through its unique integration of fundamental, sustainable and quantitative research, Robeco is able to offer both institutional and private investors an extensive 

selection of active investment strategies, covering a broad range of asset classes. As at 30 September 2018, Robeco had EUR 171 billion in assets under 

management, 70% of which were institutional. Robeco is a subsidiary of ORIX Corporation Europe N.V. which had assets under management of EUR 299 billion as at 

30 September 2018. More information is available at www.robeco.com. 
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